
How quickly things can change in a month. When last I published this newsletter, the 
world was still reeling in the wake of the surprise British vote to leave the EU and South 
Africa was growing cautiously optimistic that the municipal elections could signal a 
possible end of ANC cronyism and corruption. 
Meanwhile, Americans had not yet had Donald Trump nominated as their Republican 
presidential candidate, but the world’s central banks were singing into this uncertainty with 
further massive releases of cash in yet another vain hope of calming uncertainty and keeping 
world trade alive. 
But the unforeseen change has been better than expected numbers out of China that have 
been propelling US markets to ever higher levels that have analysts worried about the growing 
probability of a downward correction. After all, they argue, as their future seems to be a choice 
between the devil and the deep blue sea in the shape of two hopelessly flawed politicians, how 
is it possible that markets can continue to exhibit such optimism. The good news, however, is 
that ShareFinder’s analysis of Wall Street’s S&P500 Index senses continued gains in both the 
short and medium-term as evidenced by the red and green projections in the graph below: 

Meanwhile, as I predicted, Brexit had a very brief negative effect upon the London Stock 
Exchange and my decision to buy heavily in the face of the panic has richly rewarded our 
British portfolio. However, as illustrated in the graph projections below, ShareFinder senses 
here again that an end is in sight with the market likely to top out this week for a phase of 
weakness until mid-October: 
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Meanwhile, the Rand has continued to strengthen in the face of US Federal Reserve comment 
that bond yields will be held in negative territory for the foreseeable future, accordingly 
prompting investors to seek yield in high-return markets like our own: 

ShareFinder projects that some short-term Rand weakness is likely around the middle of next 
week as projected in green, but the medium and long-term views are for continued gains which 
could see the Rand below R12 to the US dollar by this time next year. 
Blue Chips 
Turning to our share market, ShareFinder projects that the long-term outlook is for continued 
growth that is likely to take Blue Chips higher than the recent peaks in the longer term. 
However, it senses that for now the good times could be over with a declining trend probable 
from now until Christmas: 

Happily the Prospects Portfolio is likely to keep on rising for somewhat longer because of its 
greater implied volatility, but even here a final peak for the year is seen for the first week of 
September after which ShareFinder projects declines until early October followed by a month 
of strong recovery and then declines all the way to next June: 



Strategy summary 
Bearing in mind the impost of Capital Gains Tax, those who can afford to do so should use the 
next few weeks to lighten their portfolios locally and in the US, while in the UK a fresh but brief 
buying season appears likely to begin in October. Overall, however, now should be the time to 
prune share portfolios and create cash wherever possible ahead of the next market up-turn 
that appears likely to begin in mid-2017. 
The Prospects Portfolio 
Given that the portfolio has been growing at a compound annualised rate of 56 percent since 
February, investors should be well satisfied with their gains. 

The best performers in the portfolio remain Naspers, Mr Price and Famous brands with gains 
of 499,  330 and 297 percent respectively while the underperformers, MTN and Richemont are 
lightly weighted and have accordingly not impacted too seriously upon the performance of the 
portfolio; which begs the question whether one should weed these latter shares out? 
Last month I noted that Capitec directors had been net sellers of the share and that market 
consensus was that the share was a sell. However ShareFinder was projecting an upward 
price break-out in this case and I thought one should hold on to see. Happily this proved to be 
correct and ShareFinder senses that the share will continue upwards at least until mid-October 
followed by weakness until January and then gains until mid-March when the next sell situation 
looms. 

MTN remains a problem child in the portfolio with ShareFinder’s medium-term projection 
suggesting that price declines are probable until mid November when a moderate recovery 
phase is projected to begin. If you are assembling cash then it might be prudent in this case to 
take the pain and sell, in which case the best selling date is likely to be around mid-September 
at R140: 



Richemont has similarly not treated our investors well and appears likely to continue trending 
down  for most of the next 12 months: 

One other share in the portfolio that is projected to face declines in the months ahead is Fa-
mous Brands which I would be very loath to part with. It has been a solid performer for years 
and its fundamentals remain very good. However, readers should note its graph below which 
ShareFinder projects into negative territory. It has risen dramatically recently and in the short-
term is projected to gain substantially more. It’s the red-medium-term projection that is worry-
ing: 

While in general terms I would not recommend buying at this stage, there are a few shares that 
I should draw to your attention. Most particularly is an old friend which we reluctantly sold a few 
years ago when it was underperforming somewhat but has now come storming back. AVI 
which in the short-term is projected to fall somewhat, looks like a solid gainer in the medium-
term. 

And, finally I offer you Ascendis which represents a speculative counter that is storming up-
wards and appears likely to continue doing so for the foreseeable future: 



JSE Blue Chips to consider: 
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